Maximize test coverage in less time

Gain high-value insights into projects and risks

Deliver software applications on time

Software development should maximize the value of a company’s enterprise strategy—not put it at risk. But according to Forrester, 65 percent of decision makers struggle with insufficient visibility and actionable insight, and nearly two-thirds claim their testing technology doesn’t serve the testing personas they need to leverage.¹ The pressure to deliver faster and test early and often exposes high maintenance cost, talent shortages, hidden issues, and delays in execution and feedback. Software failure and late projects can have dire effects on the company’s bottom line.

OpenText™ DevOps Aviator optimizes software delivery for the digital era with analytics-focused AI and next-generation LLMs. Its powerful generative AI capabilities empower developers, enhance application delivery, and uncover insights into digital value stream KPIs, enabling high quality software delivery at unparalleled velocity and speed.

Maximize test coverage in less time

Generating specific tests using the power of AI greatly reduces the number of manual steps. DevOps Aviator provides a list of suggested test ideas for developers to choose from. With a simple click, tests can be accepted for inclusion into the test plan. By automating test ideation, DevOps Aviator saves time and allows developers to focus more effort on test strategies.

¹ Forrester, Total Economic Impact™ of Continuous Quality Solutions. (2021)
Gain high-value insights into projects and risks

Lack of visibility and real-time insights often hinders decision-making and software development. DevOps Aviator interprets “human-like” instructions to auto-configure dashboard widgets. This saves hours of work spent manually building and configuring dashboard widgets. In no time, users can build powerful dashboards to monitor projects and points of risk that can impact software quality to ensure optimal operational efficiency.

Deliver software applications on time

DevOps Aviator predicts the delivery time for features by estimating your completion date based on an AI model that grows more accurate as it constantly learns from historical and new data.

Staff are better equipped to make promises they can deliver on and level-set expectations. Associated processes flow more smoothly with a more accurate understanding of development times.

Backed by powerful LLMs, OpenText DevOps Aviator empowers developers to deliver high-quality software applications with unparalleled velocity and agility. Through LLM data controls, OpenText gives organizations the ability to harness the power of generative AI without losing control of their sensitive and proprietary data.
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OpenText, The Information Company, enables organizations to gain insight through market leading information management solutions, on premises or in the cloud. For more information about OpenText (NASDAQ: OTEX, TSX: OTEX) visit: opentext.com.
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